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Abstract - As all we know we are living in the era of 4G technology where everyone using internet in their daily life. Now a days
internet become our need , so as per our need most of the human beings are using Internet of Things based wearable devices for
their different kind of application. In this paper basically we talk about WSN node which is used for the monitoring of temperature
& humidity in remote location. As per this paper we study about the different exiting technology which is based on WSN system.
According to previous research work we found lots of issues which needs to be solved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is relied upon to change our world by empowering us to screen and control indispensable wonders in
our condition using gadgets able to do detecting, handling and remotely transmitting information to Wireless stockpiling like
cloud which stores, breaks down and introduces this information in valuable structure. From the cloud this data can be gotten
to through different front end UIs, for example, Internet or versatile applications, contingent on reasonableness and
prerequisites. Internet lies at the core of this change assuming its job in productive, dependable and quick correspondence of
information from gadgets to the cloud and from the cloud to the end clients. In this new worldview, the idea of the run of the
mill end framework or host in the Internet is changed and has include gadgets or things henceforth the name Internet of
Things. The "things" are equipped for detecting and transmitting information, for example, temperature, weight, stickiness,
commotion, contamination, object location, persistent vitals and so on. Ecological checking is a critical IoT application which
includes observing the encompassing condition and revealing this information for viable present moment measures, for
example, remotely controlling the warming or cooling gadgets and long haul information examinations and measures. With the
coming of fast Internet, an ever increasing number of people far and wide are interconnected. Web of Things (IoT) makes this a
stride further, and associates people as well as electronic gadgets which can talk among themselves [1]. With falling expenses of
Wifi empowered gadgets this pattern will just accumulate more energy. The principle idea driving the Internet of Things(IoT) is
to associate different electronic gadgets through a system and after that recover the information from these gadgets (sensors)
which can be conveyed in any style, transfer them to any cloud administration where one can break down and process the
accumulated data. In the cloud administration one can use these information to caution individuals by different methods, for
example, utilizing a ringer or sending them an email or sending them a SMS and so forth. As referenced before, IoT empowers
Human-Human cooperation, yet in addition Human-Device communication just as Device-Device collaboration. This specific
improvement in the state of new roads of collaborations will affect basically every industry, for example, transportation and co
ordinations, vitality, human services and so forth. For instance, on account of vitality, IoT is being connected to make Smart
Grids which can recognize and react to changes in nearby and more extensive dimension changes in vitality utilization, which
will be a vital piece of any countries vitality approach. Looking past the previously mentioned vitality precedent, there are
numerous zones of interests where IoT can have a significant effect, for example, Smart Homes, which include IoT to uplift the
level of computerization; Wearable innovations, for example, smartwatches and wellness groups; One of the greatest zones of
potential in IoT is associated social insurance. Numerous worldwide hardware behemoths have just put profoundly in the
Internet of Things foundation. With players like Intel, Rockwell Automation, Siemens, Cisco and General Electric the market is
on the cusp of a blast, with investigators foreseeing there will be 26 Billion associated gadgets, more than 4 for every human on
the planet, and the business is anticipated to acquire $19 Trillion, in costs reserve funds and benefits with firms like Samsung
and Google standing out. With this new mechanical stage in any case, comes its own arrangement of difficulties and snags, for
example, how to manage the huge measures of information which is gathered This undertaking too measures natural
parameters.
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1.1 WSN
Wireless sensor systems (WSNs) have increased overall consideration lately, so as to defeat the risks and complexities in task
caused because of the wired systems interfacing all the equipment components. Wireless sensor systems (WSNs) have
enhanced the effectiveness of the frameworks especially with progression in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
innovation, which has encouraged the improvement of shrewd sensors [1][2]. Field of checking and Wireless detecting has
been changed by Wireless sensor organize. Wireless sensor systems can gather information from various sensors, for example,
temperature, stickiness, voltage, current and so forth from Wireless areas and co-operatively go the information through the
system to the control station. Thus, Wireless sensor systems can be utilized for observing of intensity information even from
Wireless areas [3]. Online consistent observing of these physical amounts from Wireless control stations to co-ordinate the
continuous task in the process plants and enterprises [5]. Keeping this circumstance in view, an endeavor has been made in this
work to observing information online through Wireless sensor arrange for estimation of temperature and dampness. All the
deliberate information are transmitted from site to the control station. The exploratory set up incorporates temperature
sensor, moistness sensor and WSN units as equipment. Codes created in-house are kept running in Arduino IDE programming.
The quantity of WSN packs might be expanded to build the transmission separate and enhance dependability of the online
Wireless checking process. A Wireless sensor arrange (WSN), in some cases called Wireless sensor and performing artist
organize (WSAN) of spatially disseminated self-ruling sensors to screen physical or natural conditions, for example,
temperature, sound, weight and so forth and helpfully go their information through the system to a primary area. The modem
systems are bidirectional, likewise empowering control of sensor action. Wireless sensor hub comprises of detecting,
processing, correspondence and power segments.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
With the approach of rapid Internet, an ever increasing number of people far and wide are interconnected. Internet of Things
(IoT) makes this a stride further, and associates people as well as electronic gadgets which can talk among themselves [1]. With
falling expenses of Wifi empowered gadgets this pattern will just assemble more energy. The primary idea driving the Internet
of Things(IoT) is to associate different electronic gadgets through a system and afterward recover the information from these
gadgets (sensors) which can be conveyed in any style, transfer them to any cloud administration where one can dissect and
process the assembled data. In the cloud administration one can use these information to alarm individuals by different
methods, for example, utilizing a signal or sending them an email or sending them a SMS and so forth. As referenced before, IoT
empowers Human-Human association, yet additionally Human-Device communication just as Device-Device connection. This
specific improvement in the state of new roads of collaborations will affect basically every industry, for example, transportation
and coordinations, vitality, social insurance and so on. For instance, on account of vitality, IoT is being connected to make Smart
Grids which can distinguish and react to changes in neighborhood and more extensive dimension changes in vitality utilization,
which will be a basic piece of any countries vitality strategy. Looking past the previously mentioned vitality precedent, there
are numerous territories of interests where IoT can have an important effect, for example, Smart Homes, which include IoT to
elevate the level of computerization; Wearable advances, for example, smartwatches and wellness groups; One of the greatest
zones of potential in IoT is associated social insurance. Numerous worldwide gadgets behemoths have just put profoundly in
the Internet of Things framework. With players like Intel, Rockwell Automation, Siemens, Cisco and General Electric the market
is on the cusp of a blast, with experts foreseeing there will be 26 Billion associated gadgets, more than 4 for every human on the
planet, and the business is anticipated to acquire $19 Trillion, in costs funds and benefits with firms like Samsung and Google
standing out. With this new innovative stage be that as it may, comes its own arrangement of difficulties and snags, for example,
how to manage the tremendous measures of information which is gathered This undertaking also measures ecological
parameters, for example, temperature, stickiness, weight, light power and so forth and transfers these qualities to a cloud
administration, IBM Bluemix.[2] In the cloud the information are investigated and if the recovered reports are above or
underneath a specific edge limit, contingent upon the esteem, an email, a SMS and a twitter post is distributed at the accurate
moment[3]. Prior individuals remaining in home and occupied in their family unit tasks or individuals occupied in their
workplaces outstanding burden had no clue about the ecological parameters outside their home or office. They have no clue if
the temperature outside is very high or very low or typical or in the event that it is raining outside or not or what is the
estimation of the dampness in the outside condition. This gadget can come in a significant convenient in these circumstances. It
will advise us at whatever point the temperature is excessively low or too high through an email, a SMS and a twitter post. It
will likewise consequently inform at whatever point there is a deluge in the encompassing and remind us to convey an
umbrella or a parka [4]. It will likewise welcome us with great morning and great night messages as it additionally has a LDR
which estimates the light force of the encompassing environment[5]. In [6], temperature, moistness, light force, gas spillage,
ocean level and downpour power are estimated and the information are sent remotely to ThingSpeak utilizing Arduino UNO.
This work centers extensively around MATLAB perception and examination. Creators in [7] observed and controlled natural
conditions like temperature, relative moistness, light force and CO2 level utilizing sensors and LPC2148 microcontroller. The
information was sent to ThingSpeak cloud. In correlation with LPC2148, Arduino UNO utilized in our framework is basic,
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minimal effort and less perplexing for a basic application. Creators in [8] present an IoT based constant climate observing
framework utilizing Raspberry Pi which is mind boggling contrasted with Arduino because of Python language and Raspbian
working framework. An Arduino based climate checking framework is created and exhibited in [9]. Creators imported
information from different sensors to exceed expectations which is lumbering when contrasted with ThingSpeak. Creators in
[10] structured and built up a Wireless sensor arrange framework for natural checking utilizing Raspberry Pi and Arduino.
They utilized Xbee module to execute the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for information gathering from various sensor hubs at a base
station (Raspberry Pi). Their framework can be reached out to suit huge scale applications, anyway in the present structure, the
framework needs cloud network.
WSN environmental monitoring includes both indoor and outside applications. The later can fall in the city arrangement class
(e.g., for traffic, lighting or contamination checking) or on the other hand the open nature classification (e.g., synthetic peril,
tremor what's more, flooding discovery, spring of gushing lava and territory checking, climate determining, accuracy
horticulture). The unwavering quality of any open air organization can be tested by outrageous climatic conditions, however
for the open nature the support can be too difficult and exorbitant. These contemplations make the open nature one of the
hardest application fields for extensive scale WSN ecological observing, and the IoT applications necessities for low cost, high
administration accessibility and low support further increment their structure difficulties. To be savvy, the sensor hubs
regularly work on restricted vitality holds. Untimely vitality exhaustion can seriously constrain the system administration [4][7] and requirements to be tended to considering the IoT application prerequisites for cost, arrangement, upkeep, and
administration accessibility. These turn out to be considerably progressively imperative for observing applications in
outrageous climatic conditions, for example, ice sheets, permafrosts or on the other hand volcanoes [2], [11]-[12]. The
comprehension of such conditions can impressively profit by nonstop longterm observing, however their conditions accentuate
the issues of hub vitality the executives, mechanical and correspondence solidifying, size, weight, and organization
methodology. Open nature organizations [13]-[17] and correspondence convention improvements and examinations [7], [18]
demonstrate that WSN advancement for dependable activity is tedious what's more, exorbitant. It barely fulfills the IoT
applications prerequisites for long haul, minimal effort and solid administration, except if reusable equipment and
programming stages [19]-[24] are accessible, including adaptable Internet-empowered servers [25]-[27] to gather what's
more, process the field information for IoT applications.
3. RESEARCH GAP
As per the all previous work there is no any researcher who solve the most important and critical factors and that are:
 In Existing system, there is need of Xbee based connectivity.
 There is no Low power System
 Large Size of Microcontroller
 Due to Xbee system cost of the entire system will increase. All previous approaches are not cost friendly
 Large Battery Require to perform the long battery
 Lack of Smart Power utilization
These all are the research gap where we can focus and try to reduce those problems.
4. FUTURE RESEARCH OBJECTVIVE
As we know large area where lots of sectors are involve. If we are talking about the wsn based temperature monitoring system
so there is need of followings things which is still not available:
 Mobile alert on real time basses based on the Bulk SMS Service
 Wifi based technology so its very cheap system.
 System will not face the connectivity issue.
 Smart power Management system and increase the battery Life
 Reduce the cost factor
 live temperature and humidity data on portal
So these are the future objectives where researcher can focus.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper basically we are focusing on the previous existing approach where we found there is lots of research gaps are
their which needs to be solved. As we found there is no any proper management of battery. Communication channel is xbee in
some of the previous work which is very costly and increase the cost of complete system. Large Battery Require to perform the
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long battery life. These types of large batteries are not at all good for the environmental also. Similar due to that cost of the
device will increase. So there is lots of scope in terms of future work.
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